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page 2: An offering to monks 
at Wat Wachiratham Sathit. 
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spirit Toh then sealed in a jar. She, and he, are 
worshipped at another temple downstream 
in what's now the suburb of Phrakhanong. 
The canalside shrine there is profuse with 
offerings of dresses and dolls, plus mechanical 
devices for making merit with donated coins. 
Conscripts flock there for Nak's blessing, while 
fortune tellers read the devotees' moles, and 
gamblers rub powder into wood to divine 
lucky numbers for the lottery. Which is 
Bangkok's real character? 

Wat Rakhang stands in Wang Lang, an 
area named for a long vanished palace that's 
now associated with its restaurants of fiery 
Southern Thai food. Southerners live in one 
the neighbouring enclaves, nearby migrants 
from the north, Isaan (northeast) and China, 
who each maintain ethnic traditions as 
subcultures under the national identity of 
'Thainess.' Morning and evening, the area 
buzzes with markets and streetlife in an 
expression of how Bangkok's informal and 
formal cultures coexist. 

Central to this dilemma is to gauge how 
'Bangkokness' differs from 'Thainess: This is 
a city with a split personality, a past life, and 
hidden histories. The capital is the epitome of 
Thainess - which it imposes on the indigenous 
cultures of the regions - and its antithesis, 
with urban qualities of its own. So much of 
what people see as typical Thainess is actually 
the Bangkok version. In that sense Thainess is 
Bangkokness. 

To deduce what's going on, it helps to be 
specific about labels. Thais use the formal 
term, Krungthep, which is loaded with 
allusions to sacredness under its Hinduised 
origin myth. Its former name Bangkok was 
kept for international use. I mostly refer to 
Bangkok due to that foreign familiarity - and 
for another reason. As 'Bangkok' is a word 
from the indigenous culture, it feels better 
suited to discussing the streetlife, subcultures 
and everyday ways. 'Krungthep; being the 
prestigious title, makes it hard to differentiate 
the city's informal lifestyle. When I refer to 
Krungthep, it's to explain something about 
the formal culture. Likewise, I refer mostly 
to 'Thailand' and 'Thai; but use 'Siam' and 
'Siamese' when explaining the pre-modern era. 

left: Garlands hang on a 
shophouse frontage near 
City Hall at Phra Nakhon. 

right: An armada of tourist 
boats cruises towards their 
berth at River City. 

Bangkok can't shake off some very 
stubborn reputations, whether lurid or 
precious. Those cliches get hardened by the 
hyper ways the city gets portrayed through 
exoticism or hagiography or innuendo. Over 
25 years of living here, I've encountered many 
Bangkoks: formal and informal, tradit ional 
and indie, high society and slum. In a land that 
micro-manages how it's seen, this book treats 
those multiple angles as valid. Very Bangkok, 
like the intensifier 'very' in its name, brings 
undercurrents to the fore. Bangkok is all these 
things, but with added sugar, plus extra chilli. 
Bangkok is extremely very. 

You can dip into Very Bangkok at any 
point, as its chapters (marked in bold) deal 
with self-contained topics. In sequence, 
the book's three sections echo the stages of 
familiarity with a place. Upon first impression, 
Bangkok affects us on instinctual levels, so the 
first half of the book, SENSES, conveys our 
bodily experience of the city. Delving deeper 
reveals how the city works, so the core of the 
book, HEART, goes into the citizens' values, 
networks and lifestyles. In reflection upon the 
nature of this place, the closing section, FACE, 
unpacks how locals and outsiders interpret 
and represent Bangkok. 

Senses 
Bangkokians live with startling juxtapositions 
that outsiders struggle to process. Unpacking 
those contradictions is harder than re-stating 
clicheed judgments that Bangkok is chaotic, 
bizarre or inexplicably Oriental. Nor is all of it 
made clear by official Thainess, which is more 
a set of instructions on how to behave, rather 
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than a 'secret decoder ring' for Bangkokness. 
To 'read' what makes Bangkok unique, we 
need to make sense of our senses. 

We think first of the 'big five' senses that 
Aristotle listed: 'Sound; 'Smell; 'Touch; 'Taste' 
and sight, the last of which I have recast as 
the more culturally engaged act of 'Looking.' 
Modernity, especially the 2-D online world, 
is overly visual and diminishes other senses. 
Thainess places heightened credence on wider 
sensory input, as we experience Bangkok 
through food, massage, herbalism and tonal 
language. Buddhists believe that the Dharma 
can be spread not just by scripture and murals, 
but also through sound by chiming bells, 
through scent by aromatic offering garlands, 
and through light by glinting mirror-tile 
mosaics. 

Luang Phor Toh's six-panel mirror adds a 
sixth sense: 'mind: which in Thai shares the 
word jai with 'heart.' Hundreds of words and 
phrases usingjai show how Thais think with 
their 'heart-mind.' Out-of-body sensing is 
part of Bangkok's character, from kinship and 
face to karma and past lives, as featured in the 
'Sacred' and 'Supernatural' chapters, as well 
as the surrender of the senses under 'Trance.' 
I also consider other spiritual outlooks, from 
'Neo-Hindu' to 'Muslim-Thai.' 

Our senses don't stop at six. Our bodies 
have 21 sensory receptors. Bangkok dramatises 
those such as 'Colour; 'Balance; 'Direction: 
all of which are subject to particular Thai 
beliefs. I also touch on the topics of Bangkok's 
constricted 'Space' and constant 'Flow.' If it 
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left: The canals ide sh.cine 
to the famous ghost Mae 
Nak at Wat Mahabutr on 
KhJong Phrakhanong. 

right: Graffiti with a cobra 
and a Chinese lion on a 
typicalshophouse between 
Khlong Mahanak and 
Golden Mount. 

seems like everything's going on at once; that's 
because when it comes to 'Time; Bangkokians 
go by many clocks and calendars, as well as 
'rubber time.' While the city's embrace of the 
'Night' has much to do with climate, many feel 
pulled by Bangkok's most ecstatic sensibility: 
'Libido.' All this is counterbalanced by an acute 
sense of pain, which locals consider through 
the Buddhist frame of 'Suffering.' Often 
Bangkok decisions boil down to one decider: 
'Heat.' 

Digital modernity is now imposing itself 
through many kinds of 'Sensors.' Meanwhile 
genteel elite Thais purge streetlife and nightlife 
in emulation of sensible, antiseptic Singapore, 
recoiling from activities that startle the senses: 
markets, mess, noise, sex, alcohol and staying 
up late. The rest of the city revels in that 
bounty of sensory pleasures. 

Heart 
Outsiders might see apparent chaos, but Thais 
order their capital by hidden cultural levers. 
There's no fixed set of rules, since even laws are 
subject to ingrained customs of the hierarchy: 
connections, beliefs and situational morality. 
Bangkokians tap a repertoire of mutually 
understo'od strategies that are appropriate 
to the given time and place to ensure 'social 
sensitivity: 

In 'Thainess and the City; I explore the 
awkward position of gritty Thai urban realness 
within an official ideology that is courtly, 
religious and rural. Residents show much 
ambivalence about their hometown, but it's 



so tolerant of outsiders that even Western 
expatriates and Asian diasporas delight 
in 'Becoming Bangkokian: Its sprawling 
patchwork of urban villages often juxtapose 
several ethnic and religious groups, tanaka
powdered Burmese cheek by bearded Indian 
jowl. Many cities have ghettos, but Bangkok 
packs in four Little Indias, three Portuguese 
barrios, two Tiny Tokyos, at least five Mon 
villages, wnpteen Muslim medinas, and so 
many Chinatowns in a hybrid Sino-Thai 
culture that they get their own chapter, 'Stir
fry.' Meanwhile, 'Roots' shows how internal 
migrants maintain dual identities. 

The heart of the Heart section is 
'Community: I consider what's home for 
each level of status, from mansion, moo ban 
(housing estate) and condominium down to 
shophouse, slum and the homeless. While the 
elite get the most attention in the media, it's 
the middle classes that shape today's shift from 
traditional 'way oflife' to modern lifestyle. 
This plays out in the stalls and malls covered in 
'Market; which shows the drift from informal 
shopping to global online consumerism. 

Within Bangkok's seniority system, any 
subculture struggles to find space, whether 
the highly restricted 'Youth; or the worlds of 
art, music, design and creativity. Bangkok's 
aspiration to be a 'Creative City' struggles 
with older impulses towards patronage and 
tradition. 

Face 
In this status city, being alert to 'saving face' 
almost qualifies as a sense. Saving Bangkok's 
face is a duty of all Thais, which makes the city 
receptive to Orientalist exoticism, but averse 
to its notoriety for sleaze. Visitors arrive with 
preconceived notions and marketed fantasies 
that don't match the reality - a disjoint I 
explore in 'Tourist Trappings.' There is also a 
disconnect between that reality and the Thais' 
image of themselves. As the chapter 'Memory' 
relates, highly selective nostalgia, monuments 
and notions of heritage are contested by efforts 
to revive hidden local histories. 

Bangkok had been a word-of-mouth city; 
in 'Portrayals; I consider how it's becoming a 
known city. Global attention can be flattering, 
but when the gaze turns critical, some claim 
that "foreigners can't understand Thainess.'' 
All the above makes Bangkok a great subject 
for art, film, songs and books, with its own 
genre of 'Bangkok Noir' and dystopian science 

fiction that imagines a flooded future. In 
conclusion, 'Tides' reviews the overarching 
themes of order and chaos, formal and 
informal, through the city's main physical 
feature: the river. 

Though each of these senses, Bangkok 
remains full of surprises. The Bangkok 
Metropolitan Authority brands this the 'City 
of Life; while striving to remove too much 
unruly life from the streets. Bangkok's DNA is 
both to celebrate and subdue the sensory spark 
that gives it life. 

A Book About Cities 
This is also a book about cities, in which 
Bangkok is the subject. Thailand became 
majority urban the same year, 2012, that the 
world did, so cities are a hot topic. So many 
people have an interest in understanding how 
cities work, whether for architecture or design, 
business or tourism, services or security: Most 
cities are planned to functional need from 
'objective' data, or are subject to ideology. Yet 
Bangkok feels like a mostly happy accident. 
It seems oblivious to Western aesthetics or 
systems you can measure - yet it became a 
world city anyway. 
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It may seem unlikely, but some urbanists 
see in Bangkok's accommodation of chaos a 
prototype of a larger world issue about how 
megacities might develop a 'messy urbanism: 
Its unplanned sprawl appalls planners, but its 
gift for flexibility, and ability to morph offers 
potential coping mechanisms to intractable 
problems. Despite itself, somehow Bangkok 
works. 

This is the first comprehensive book on 
contemporary Bangkok. It took a decade to 
write and the city has changed radically even 
during that period. Witnessing this constant 
change, I have sought to future-proof the 
book by focusing on the underlying reasons 
Bangkok is this way. Even as the examples 
change, Bangkok's internal dynamics stay 
consistent as it has morphed from backwater 
to ASEAN hub to the world's most visited city. 
Whatever upheavals occur, it will remain the 
ultimate city of the senses. 

Translations 
To interpret a foreign civilisation I must 
bridge chasms in custom and language. In the 
most forensic review of Very Thai, Mingkwan 
Charoennitniyom wrote her linguistics MA 
thesis on the myriad ways I'd transliterated 
341 Thai terms. As an author, I was flattered; 
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as an editor, I was mortified. It turns out that 
being inconsistent was helpful; one rigid 
methodology can't convey the context and 
intent, so in this book I've given Mingkwan 
more grist for her mill and gone with whatever 
works. 

In transliterating Thai spellings, I've largely 
repeated the Very Thai style, which favours 
flatter British/European sounds over twangier 
American vowels. However, I have tried to 
spell peoples' names as they do, and to spell 
place names the most common way found in 
online maps and search engines. 

Where Things Are 
The book has two maps. In the era of online 
mapping, there's no point to include listings 
details, but it's helpful to point out where 
mentioned places are located. The maps also 
note some areas and communities that have an 
identity, but which aren't labelled as such on 
mainstream maps. The front cover fold covers 
the city centre, while the back cover fold 
spans the wider metropolis within the outer 
ringroad. The Greater Bangkok map is tilted 
with east at the top. That's for the practical 
reason that the places mentioned happened 
to be in a north-south swathe and the cover 
fold is wide not tall. We aren't used to seeing 
the city in that orientation, which jolts us from 
conventional perceptions. 

Quotations and data come either from 
interviews with me, or publications that 
are listed under Sources. I also include a 
Bibliography and Acknowledgements of those 
who've helped this book come to fruition. 

Sorting the city by sense and theme means 
that many generic topics don't have dedicated 
chapters. Some crop up in boxed text, such as 
markets, nightlife, art, film, music, fashion, 
gays, design, Chinatown, t ransit, backpackers, 
and many of Bangkok's ethnicities. 

The index also serves as a glossary of 
Thai terms, and contains some reference 
data, like dates of reigns and eras. For further 
information, reviews, and news of talks and 
events, visit the website www.verybangkok. 
com. 

left: A contemporary 
bamboo installation for a 
stage at EmQuartier mall. 

right: A shadow puppet of 
the Kalapapruek 'tree of 
life' made to show today's 
lifestyle by artist Chusak 
Srik'Wan, shown at BACC. 





Witness 
This book draws from a quarter-century of living in this 
city and studying it as my job. I'd arrived in Thailand in 
1994 as a listing journalist on my way back to England, 
with a vague plan to move to Austral ia, where I'd 
spent the previous year. Yet within four days of visiting 
Ba ngkok, I was hired to set up its first city magazine, 
Bangkok Metro. Ever since, Bangkok has been my home 
and my subject. 

Some expatriates come to Thailand to find a new 
identity. I was inadvertently reinvented by Bangkok. 
The Philip hired to start Metro was a different Philip 
than the sabbatical traveller who'd entered overland 
at Sungai Kolok. Jn the analog ue era before Trip 
Advisor and social media, travellers trusted the visitor 
books of guesthouses. Well-thumbed, ball- pointed 
reviews portrayed Thailand and its notorious capital 
as "over touristy," "too Westernised," and "all trekked 
out.'' with nothing authentic left to discover. So 
rather than sightseeing, I tapped the country's fame 
for courses to learn life skills. These contributed to the 
'cultural filter' I apply to my writing. 

My first revelation was to study Vipassana 
meditation on a ten-day silent retreat at Wat Suan 
Mokkh, founded in the South by the reformist 
monk Buddhadasa Bhikkhu. Its 4 am-9 pm regimen 
reformatted habitual patterns to open a space for 
change - and I made breakthrough decisions in 
its wake. Not allowed to speak, I felt other senses 
intensify. I became present to each breath and 
footfall. I can't call myself a Buddhist, but the insights 
opened my senses and aligned my mind to Thailand. 

My second revelation was to study traditional Thai 
massage at ITM in Chiang Mai. As with meditation, 
this everyday Thai ski ll reinforces sensory perception: 
touch, posture, breathing. intuition, temperature, 
pain, herbal scent. These two courses taught me that 
things with exotic Oriental mystique are knowable 
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parts of the Thai mental furniture. By the time I 
reached Bangkok after seven weeks upcountry, I was 
beginning to 'read' Thai culture. 

"Don't waste your time in Bangkok," advised 
fellow travellers. "Give it two days max." Back then, 
Bangkok was seen as the archetypal city gone wi ld: 
pollution, corruption, traffic, prostitution, pi racy. 
Unplanned sprawl had squandered its 'Venice of the 
East' allure. Yet another massacre of protesters in 
1992 was still a raw wound. Given low expectations, 
I found in Bangkok's popular culture a juicy, low
hanging fruit that was ripe for tasting. 

'There's not enough going on in Bangkok," some 
mocked of the effort to compile Metro at a t ime when 
it was extremely difficult to find out information, 








